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Check bouncing
mav result in
prosecution
By DONNA AVANS
"Kiting," "bouncing," "hanging paper": these are a
few terms that describe the same problem-writing bad
checks. And, as many students have recently been made
aware, this is a common problem among JSU students.
The law states that a merchant who receives a bad check
and makes a reasonable attempt to recover the lost money
need only wait 10 days before swearing out a warrant,
according to Jacksonville City Police Chief Paul Locke.
Most merchants send a registered letter to persons from
whom they have received bad checks. The signature the
person must supply to receive the letter serves a s proof that
notification has been made.
Imke said that the arrests are not a new phenomenon;
they have been occurring for over two years.
Jacksonville City Court Clerk Claudette Ledbetter said
that there are about 350 outstanding cases of bad checks on
record, but she cannot determine the number of those that
involve JSU students. "They're having fewer right now,"
she said, "but you really can't tell until the last of January
or February" about the number being written this
semester."
The penalty for "negotiating worthless negotiable instruments," a misdemeanor, is a $47 fine and restitution for
the check. The fine is assess& if the matter goes as far as to
require the issuance of a warrant.
Bea Smith of b o z e r m g said that 'wssemester has
been better than other semesters." The number of people
B~ozw'shas had to prosecute has &&&. ~ h qpresmtly
r
hsve only one warrant outstanding. "MOS~students," said
Smith, "are real good" about contacting Boozer's and
making restitution when they receive notices that t b
checks have not cleared.
One thing students should bear in mind, according to
Ledbetter, is the long-term effects of negotiating worthless
negotiable instruments. In the last few days, she said, three
people interested in student arrests have asked to see the
docket, which is a matter of public record. Writing bad
checks and not making an effort to clear up the matter will
follow students the rest of their lives. "It is a permanent
record"
If the police department contacts a student regarding a
warrant, the student may turn him or herself in and sign his
or her own bond. But if the police have to seek out a student
to make the arrest, that person must have someone else
sign the bond.

Winn Dixie
The Blue Pond W h Dixie was ripped apart Saturday The twister claimed the lives of Cynthia Cam, 22, of Annight when a tornado swept through the area, leaving two niston, and Carlene Mauldin, 41, of Oxford.
dead, many injured, and a trail of wreckage in its wake.

Authorities arrest homicide suspect

~n Friday, December 2,
tragedy struck Jacksonville
as the public learned of a
double homicide which
occurred around 6:45 p.m.
The bodies of Linda Gail
Griffith, 42, and Willy
Griffith, 74, were discovered
about 730 p.m. at their
residence by retired Calhoun
County Deputy Ode11
McGinnis. According to
Calhoun County Coroner
Ralph Phillips, the two
victims died of multiple stab
wounds to the face, head,
and back.
~ a l h o hCounty Cor'oner
Ralph Phillips described the
killings a s "puzzling."
Phillips said the two women
were found stabbed to death
"They (the police) try to work with the students on this," on the floor of their sitting
said Ledbetter. "And so do the merchants." Although a 1& room by a neighbor. Phillips
day waiting period is all that is required by law, most said "It's a puzzling thing
merchants are willing to give students more time before the that whoever it was didn't
swearing out of the warrant, particularly if the student take jewelry laying on the
television beside
the
demonstrates concern about the matter.

bodies." Jacksonville City
Police Chief Paul L o c k said
the murders took place
between the hours of 6:W
p.m. and 7:45 p.m. Friday
evening.
A Jacksonville teenager
has been arrested by Illinois

authorities in connection
with the murders. State
police arrested Parnell
Ford, 18, after he was
stopped for speeding
Saturday near Springfield,
was
IUtnois*Ford
driving Miss Griffith's 1978

Chevrolet Capri. After
pulling ~ o r over
d to issue a
ticket, the state b m ~ r s
discovered a revolver inthe
car ~ o r was
d driving. police
discovered after checking,
(See HOMICIDE, Page 2,

SGA attendance

Lack of quorum cancels meeting
By MME LIVINGSTON
News Editor
At last Monday's meeting,
the SGA, for the third time
this year, could not hold a
meeting because it lacked a
quorum.
Roll showed only 20
senators and 1 proxy in attendance for the SGA
meeting.
The SGA needed a t least 28
senators to conduct a
meeting.
Last September two

meetings were held but not
enough senators had been
elected to have a quorum for
an official meeting, because
the dorm senators had not
been elected.
The SGA has had a poor
record of attendance during
the fall semester. The
meetings for this semester
have averaged 36 senators.
There are 56 senators in the
senate.
For the spring semester
the SGA will have much

work to do since major
issues have not been cleared
this semester.
The major issue now
before the SGA is how the
SGA is run during the
summer months. There is no
provision for what is to take
place in the ~ t s e n c eof the
senate.
The next meeting of the
SGA
be Monday,
January 9, 1984, the first
session of the spring
Semester.
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to Who's Who
Barbara Wyleen Ireland of Weaver; Sherry Leigh Jackson
of Dalton; Jo-Ann Akin Jarrett of Talladega; Barry Wade
Kennedy of Heflin; Vicki Little Lamb of Ft. McClellan;
Deborah Elizabeth McDaniel of Jacksonville; Mark Anthony McElroy of Weaver; Christopher F. Nixon,Wadley ;
Robin Scher Putnam of Jacksonville.
Jeffrey Lane Ragan of Geraldine; Barbara Vander
Rivera of Weaver; Randall Lamar Roland of Piedmont;
Cynthia Diane Saxmonaviciusof Jacksonville; Chris Edwin
Scantland of Jacksonville; Jesse B. Shaddix of Bynum;
Lydia Marie Simpson of Jacksonville; Phillip Hunt Sisk of
Scottsboro; Margaret G. Stanley of Ft. Payne; Deanna Jo
Stone of Gadsden; Angela Darlene Strickland of Henagar;
Timothy W. Strickland of Jacksonville; Rhonda Lynn
Thornton of Wellington; Barbara J. Tolbert of Oneonta;
Melinda Gail Trammell of Piedmont.
Joy Gaines Turner of Fruithurst; Melody Marie Waits of
Heflin; Wanda Haynes Waters of Newell; Betty Ann
W a t h s of Gadsden; Julie Kay Wflliams of Tallapoosa;
Debra Gail Wilson of Albertville; Howard Gray Winn, Jr, of
Ohatchee; Jeffrey Scott Zanzig of Ft. Payne.

.

I

annual Christmas Party at the Theron E. Montgomery
building. The children were delighted to receive a visit from

I Santa.

Homicide
(contin,
from page 11
that Ford was wanted on a Alabama. On Saturday,
warrant in connection with
the double homicide. Ford
was charged with obstructhg justice, unlawful
use of a weapon, speeding,
possession
of
stolen
property, theft of over $150
and having no valid driver's
license. He wss placed in
Sangamon County Jail
pending extradition to

Charles Winfrey, an investigator with the CalhounCleburne district attorney's
office, and Jacksonville
Police Chief Paul W k e ,
flew to Springfield to
question Ford.
A t Tuesday's hearing,
bond was set at $300,131BO.
Ford is being extradited
to Alabama.

f-

/

M P . ' ~& & k s e s announced
Congratulations to Mr. & Miss Jax State, Pig Clark and
Michele Hefferly, and to Mr. & Miss Friendly, Steve Martin
and LaDonna Brittain.

II

through the institution's Centennial celebration %I
academic year 1982-83.
"I think there will be high demand for the book among our
early alumni," said Mrs. Sawyer. "I'm sure they will be
interested in reading about the early years."
She began her research in July, 1981 after Col. C. W.
Daugette, chairman of the Board of Trustees, asked her to
take on the project.
She read more than 25 books on Alabama history and
early educatian in the state as a warm-up for her main
research task of poring over every edition of the institution's official Bulletin and copies of early campus
publications.
Mrs. Sawyer read copies of student publications such as
"The Purple and White," a State Normal School social
paper and literary jomnal on file at the Houston Cole
Library. She obtained copies of the minutes of early board
meetings from the State Dept. of Education and reviewed
1 clippings from early newspapers.
She interviewed more than- 30 "old-timers" for personal
accounts. "It's sad to note that some of them have ms&
away and others are in and no longer able to *ve interviews," she said.
Mrs. Sawyer put the book through several rewrites
before sending it to the ~rinters.

covers JSU history
casionally I'd come across contradictory information in my
research. Then I'd have to track down the correct information or find the most reliable information," she said.
Her research involved comparing changes in curriculum,
faculty, and student life through the years.
JSU's first published history is dedicated "to the unmentioned" people at JSU.
Chapters include profiles of the University's nine
presidents, and there are scores of photographs which were
borrowed from a variety of sources, including family
albums. The book also contains maps of the early and
presentday campus.
The black hardcover book is embossed in gold and the
cover contains a sketch of Bibb Graves Hall by local artist
Ruth Mary Kirkland. The dust jacket carries a color photo
,
of Bibb Graves.
The book is available for $15.
Mrs. Sawyer will schedule an autograph session in early
December when the local Heritage Association sponsors its
annual tour of homes.
"With the completion of this book, I feel a period of my
life has come to an end. At my age, it's time to think about
doing something else. Having gotten my feet wet with this
book, I may write some more."

Thousands of Books
Engagement Ring From

RECORDS & TAPES

MEMBER AMERICAN
GEM SOCIETY

about to make a mistake
Convenient Terms
'Lay-Away "MasterCard

*VISA ' h e r i a n Express

'Spidle's Charge

g ~ e ' ss h o p p ~ n g around for a d ~ a m o n d "barga~n," b u t
'
shopping for " p r ~ c e " alone Isn't the wlse way to f ~ n d
l o n e I t takes a skilled profess~onaland s c ~ e n t ~ Instruf~c
ments to judge the more important price determining '
factors - Cutting, Color arid Clarity. As an AGS jeweler,
you can rely on our gemological training and ethics to
properly advise you o r your next important diamond
purchase. Stop i l l soon and see our fine selection of gems
s/ie will 5
. proiid t o wear.

1
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Holmes to coordinate continuing education
By DAVID ECCLES
Senator Donald Holmes has been hired by JSU to act as
coordinator for the continuing education program.
Sen. Holmes graduated from Wellborn High School in
1962. From there he attended JSU between 1963 - 65. He
earned a BS degree from Auburn University, with a major
in accounting. He left Auburn in 1968 to pursue a variety of
occupations that have provided the experience for his many
roles in society.
Between 1968-70,the Senator was a senior accountant for
Peat, Marwich and Mitchell, a CPA firm in Birmingham. In
1970he became a cattle farmer and in 1972resumed work as
a public accountant in his own firm. By 1974, Sen. Holmes
was credit manager andsupervisor to Harrison House Food
Service, a division of Super Valu Stores Inc. He ran for the
State Legislature and was elected in 1976 and served until
1878,when he was elected to the State Senate.
Sen. Holmes is active in many professional and community activities. He is a member of the President's Club
and is active in the Alabama Democratic Party and the
Calhoun County Economic Development Council. He was a
recipient of Oxford Jaycees Distinguished Service Award
for "Outstanding Young Man of the Year," and was also
nominated for "Outstanding Young Men of America." He
also serves as chairman of Administrative Board. Bynum
United Methodist Church; Oxford Quarterback Club; and
Calhoun and Talladega County Cattlemen's Association.
The senator is also a member of several High School
Athletic Associations and has also served on the Board of
Directors for Boy's Clubs of America, and Football for
Youth, Board of Trustees for Bynum Elementary School,
and Bynum PTA and is past president of Bynum Youth
Activities Association.
Sen. Donald Holmes has occupied a number of legislative
appointments. He served on standing committees of Health
and Commerce and Transportation in the Alabama
Legislatureduring his term as state representative. He was
also appointed by the Speaker of the House, to the Finance
and Taxation Budget Hearing Committee.
The Lieutenant
appointed Holmes to the
following standing committees as State Senator: Chairman
of Local Legislation, Finance and Taxation, Health and
Welfare, and Government Affairs. He was also appointed to
several State Senate Interim Committees: Joint Interim
Committee on Constitutional Revision and Joint Fiscal
Study Committee, Nuclear Energy, Junior College (off
campus center), study of Dauphin Island State Park. State
Income Tax Structure, and Legislative Technical ski st ant
Programs. To complete his legislative duties, he was
elected by membership of the full Senate to the Legislative
Council.

overn nor-

On the personal bont, the Senator holds a current real recommendations, interview and Dr. Carr's own evaluation
estate license. He is also working towards a private pilot's led to the selection of Donald Holmes.
license.
The role of Sen. Holmes, as explained by Dean Carr,
Sen' Holmes
a "Ong
"lief in good
and
involves
five duties. The first duty is to conduct surveys to
organization. He has the ability to Communicate well with
in the cOmunity.
identify pmfessional development
people
public
as
as On a
me second is to develop noncredit programs
including
basis. His sound accounting background enables analysis of workshops, seminars, short courses and conferences.
financial data and tax laws.
Thirdly, the Senator will advertise the programs offered
Dr. Bill Carr, Dean of Graduate Studies and Continuing through various promotional activities. The fourth duty is
Education on campus, explains that continuing education to provide logistical support making provision for facilities
involves many roles. The program engages in credit
(classooms availability) and equipment to be used and
courses towards a degree. These courses are in offcampus making sure that it is set up in the appropriate manner. The
settings or at JSU outside traditional times (weekends). Senator is also to assist in identifying cooperative education
There are a number of noncredit courses. These include positions in both p~blicand private sectors.
Such areas as two hour workshops, seminars, etc. A variety
Senator Holmes has been in the local news recently. He
of non-m?dit courses are available during the set times of applied for the alumni directorship at JSU, but was not
credit Courses. The COWseS offered are determined by two consider&, as the Board of Trustees wanted the director to
types of people: those with personal interest who take be a JSU graduate,
to an article in the Anniston
courses to Satisfy their interesting conversations, Spanish, Star. There was also the question of receiving two pay
etc. There are also professional interest courses such as checks: one from JSU, the other fromthe State Legislature.
microcomputers. Dean Carr defined continuing education The Alabama Ethics ~
~ruled that ~he could i
as: "The developing and interpreting non-credit receive both payments aqhe will work only seven months
professional development activities for individuals, for JSU, and attend to legislative duties in a different time
associations and organizations within the JSU service
span.
area."
Dean Carr stated that continuing education is to "provide
educational programs to develop lifelong learning, and
professional development." The courses are offered to
4
increase-the skills of a variety of professional workers. The
All students who have not for the convenience of those
will also cover Fort McClellan where those
taken E$glish Composition registering for Spring
anployed will be able to further their education in such 101are required to take the Semester 1984. The eareas a s Supervisory Skills and business c0IIlIIl~IliCati0nS E~ g l i h P l a c e m e n t will be administered on
through seminars.
Examination to determine January 4, 1984, in Ramona
Senator Holmes was selected for the position of coor- placement in English 100 or Wood Building, Rooms 20:
dinator of continuing education by a screening Committee English Composition 101. 202, 210, 218, 219 from 10:3
a m . to 12:00. Please appea
and then Dean Can. The screening committee received the
a ~ ~ l i c a t i oand
n made recommendations to Dean Carr. The The next English Placement promptly at lo:? a.m. o
deb then interviewed Sen. Holmes and two others. The IExamination is scheduled before.

English pla~emenfexam
slated for January

C
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106-108 CLINTON STREET

Discouraged?

ATTENTION BSN CLASS OF 1984
The Air Force has a special program for
BSN's. If selected, you can enter active duty
soon after graduation - without waiting for the
results of your State Boards. To qualify, you
must have an overall "B" average.
After commissioning, you'll attend a fivemonth internship at a major Air Force medical
facility. It's an excellent way to prepare for the
wide range of experiences you'll have serving
your country as an Air Force nurse officer. For
more information contact.
SMSgt Larry Pollard (205) 832-7501

~acksonuilk'sFinest Restaurant

courage \
"*withcodand
church.
TRINITYLUTHERAN
KL
CHURCH
~ m w Funeral
n
Home Chapel
Hwy 204, lacksonv~lleAla

William 1. Mould. Pastor
237-494:
~ o Communion
h
- (30am
church School 10:Mam

-

Rlllmlmlmgl

I

II
I

LUNCH '3.95
MONDAY - SATURDAY
EUENINGS & SUNDAYS '5.95
NORTHEA;ST CORNER Of THE SQUARE
Plentu Of Parkins
u

Phone 435-565:
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Prince bids Jacksonville a fond farewell
By PRINCE ANDREW
UNUGBRO

To every student, there is a time to come, a time to stay
and a time to go. The time is near for me to go; hence I am
compelled to say "goodbye."
It all started sometime in 1977 when I developed the idea,
of studying abroad, but had no specific country in mind.
Friends and well wishers instilled in me that the best p!ace
to study abroad was the United States. The tale continued,
you can pick silver and gold fron the streets. The n u berless vending machines would give free food for soft
drinks of your choice just by punching the keys. The milkman would give you k e e gallons just for the asKing. The
easiest educational s p t e m is what you will find there.
In a few days, I made up my mind b give b e adventure to
the United States a trial. I applied for a student entry
permit which took about six months to obtain. The date for
the flight was set for August 31, 1978. That is a day I will
always remember. At about 5 p.m. when the plane was
ready to move, my brothers, sisters, cousins, and other well
wishers waved hands and wished me success. Some of them
shouted louder than others, saying "go to the white man's
land, pick a s much silver and gold from the streets a s you
can, and come back home with their knowledge." For the
first time my beloved wife who had been so happy for my
success, (comipag to the United States) became too sad to
talk to anyone. She was barely able to say "I, farewell and
remember to keep our promise."
My first food in the plane included a bowl of salad,
mashed potatoes and two little loaves of bread. I became
dsg-..ted and for the first time wished I were back home
with my people, where the main dish is a plate of wellcooked yams, served with stew and meat. Garri or Eba
served with either mellon or okra soup with fresh fish, or
rice mixed with black eye peas (beans) and served with
stew and meat, etc.
After a sixteen hour flight, I was on the U.S. soil, I rushed
to the streets, but there were neither pieces of silver nor
gold. Everything became blank. I stopped a passerby to ask
my way around, but the passerby could not understand my
English. The first days, I had just too much to cope with.
In the classrooms I struggled kuitlessly to understand the
professor's Southern accent; it was total confusion and I
thought this was going to be a fruitless adventure.

After the first month, things changed for the better, and
in December 1979, after earning an associate of Arts in
Business Management from Palm Beach Junior College in
Florida, the wind of success blew me to Georgia State
University to study Finance. In Georgia State, like many
other colleges in Atlanta, the high school fees of a little
below a thousand dollars per quarter forced me to look for
other Universities where my major (finance) was offered,
coupled with lower school fees. This was when J.S.U. came
into the limelight.
I transferred to J S.U. m the Spring 1981 semester as a
junior studexit. Compared to h e otAer Universities which I
previously attended, J. S.U. ;vas smaller and had a
n::lse:es; and better lezrnmg environment. The professors
unlake many you find in other places were just too wiiling
to share their knowledge with s t u d e h . I made good use
of this golden opgorturutv. though not with ease.

After so many years @f hard work, with numberless
sleepless nights, I have almost completed work for my
diploma (April 1982, BS degree in Banking & Finance,
August 1983, BA degree in Economics, December 1983,
MBA, Banking & Finance).
I have no choice but to go home to help my people become
better citizens of this world. I have to carry the good news of
the friendliest campus in the South across the Seas. Since I
have to go, I am compelled to say goodbye to J.S.U. Thank
you, your name shall be printed in block letters when my
life history wlll come to bp witten. Keep it up, you f i g h t
one day be friendly to an angel who will prevent wars
between Nations and brhg Peace to the world.
At this point, you wonder where my home is. I am a
citizen of anywhere but the United States. J.S.U, KENE 0.
GOODBYE, KOMESIE, ADIEU, ODABO, TIESOXG, WA
KHIEN DOKPA, MIKPORIO

Graduating senior encourages students to work for Chanticleer
u

V

By R. STACY McCAIN

"The dogs may bark, but the caravan moves on."
That's how one JSU professor replied to criticism of his
teaching methods. This ancient proverb can be loosely
paraphrased as, "Complaints alone seldom stop the

I
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progress of an action." In other words, if you think you can Entertainment & Organizations sections, in January of this
do better, let's see you try it. The same may be said to those year. I had been writing for the CHANTICLEER for more
who, in the course of the past semester, have criticized the than a year. Now, a s sole editor of the four-page Entertainment section, I a m paid roughly $160 every month. In
CHANTICLEER.,
I graduate a week from tomorrow. Our editor-in-chief and return for my check, I cut classes, miss homework
our news editor graduate in April. By next summer, three assignments and get hassled by my editor every week. All
editorial positions will have to be filled. Those positions pay to put out the paper. I love it.
Space does not allow for me to tell all the work entailed by
money. Would you like some of that money? Well, it isn't
being a CHANTICLEER staff writer. It does, however,
easy to get.
Those positions will go to those who have cared enough to allow me to list a few of the rewards which go along with the
work for the privilege and honor of becoming editors. These job, such as:
-A chance to improve your writing skills-No matter what
people have attended CHANTICLEER staff meetings,
taken assignments, met deadlines and generally put up sort of career you pursue, you'll go further if you are
with the numerous hassles of being a staff writer for JSU's capable of writing correet, concise prose.
student paper. Oh, some came to a few meetings, covered a
-Learning to work with people-When you are assigned to
few stories, and then drifted away. Their reasons ranged interview Coach Fuller after the Gamecocks have lost a
from "I lost time from my classes" to "They didn't let me tough game or asked to get a story on an issue that is a sore
write what I wanted". Translation: I didn't care enough. point with the administration, you'll learn very quickly
Some people think that my "Dr. Rock" column sprang what "grace under pressure" is all about.
-Making new friendsane of the best things about being
from nowhere, like Athena from the head of Zeus. Not so. I
asked-no, make that begged-former editor Randy Hartley on the CHANTICLEER staff is the opportunity to work with
to let me write a record review for the CHANTICLEER. some of this University's finest minds.
-Earning money-It may take a while, but if you can
After much discouragement, permission was granted. That
review took three weeks and four re-writes to make it to write well and persevere, you could become an editor. It
print. I didn'teven get a byline. Over the course of the '81-82 pays m~nimumwage.
-Resume building-I am getting a major in drama, a
school year, I wrote a few more reviews. Then, Lynn
LePine suggested that I attend a staff meeting and take a minor in art. Normally, this could mean the unemployment
"real" assignment. If memory serves, that was a feature line for a college graduate. But with a thick stack of clipon the then-new Gamecock van. Suddenly , more and more pings, I might get a "real job", writing for a real paper.
asslgnrnents began to come my way-I was becoming a Still, being an editor says a lot for what recruiters might
journalist ! ! In Fall '82, Tlrn Strickland suggested I write h call my "leadership potential".
Does this sound like something you'd enjoy? Can you
colurnri about music. "Call it 'The Music Man' or
somethng," fie said. '1)octor Rock' just had a better ring, I write English well? Does the idea of working your way up
thought. Maybe I was right-no one ever calls me anythmg from the bottom appeal to you? Then come to the next staff
meeting, Thursday, January 5, in Room 102 Theron Monelse anymore.
Still, although I was wntlrag a column and covering tgomery Student Commons Building. New writers are
stones for the paper, I wasn't k ~ q paid.
g
That didp't start , always welcome.
'
mtr! -I*kcmner~-%ditor-(
along with Bert Spence 1 bf the .' But i-$jn't,&y' f di&6't'*afn'you. ' ' ' ' '

.
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Editor's note: Due to a lack of space, all letters received this week could not be
published. Those letters which do not appear here will be published in the Jan. 12
edition.
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Letters to the Editor
Students
to Avans
Miss LePine :
I would like ,to
Donna
appear@
On Thwsday, December
On the
Of the
of
and its being
from the state
course study' I
that
Miss Avans is somewhat
and that her
poorly researched
is
a dark*wly
in what
is mostly a respectable
student newspaper.
Had

treated her subject and
her
I
mi@t have
a few
and outright
ermrs.
since She
saw fit to make her
into a
attack On
aeationistsand their beliefs
as a
I
some
rebuttal is in order.
I
be
to
remind Miss Avans and
others that even by its
name we emphasize the fact
that he theory Of
is
just that-a
which
defines as "a
a
idea Or plan as to how
something
be done."
It is, then, by
means
' something proven Or
as Miss
near
the
Of her article.
That present life forms
"did indeed evolve" is
thereforenot as
as MissAvans
like
it to be. It
be what she
chooses to belime, but I
would remind her that the
subject is
under debate
within the scientific
mdtJ' itself
F y
people
with
lnquirllng
minds" and "education" are
perfectly happy with other
systems of belief.
Secondly, Miss Avans'
statements regarding
genetic research as it
to
do not agree
with the
Greg0r Mendel's
showed that certain genetic
traits are recessive
others are dominant, and
that specific
laws govern predictable
outcomes. It did not explain
"the way in which
traits were passed on from
one generation to the next."
Mendel's work had nothing
to do with desirability,
merely continuity and
natural, orderly laws.
Miss Avans next argument
asserts that the Bible cannot
be reasonably accepted as
literal and that a "step by
step explanation of a
biological, historical process
is more reasonable than
accepting on faith something
no*verifiable." Actually if
the theory of evolution were

so scientifically docurnen- educatorsare only doing this
to allow the teachers optheory. In fact, it lacks timal instruction.
I can, therefore, only
severalneededproofs: fossil
records of life-forms under assume that Ms. Avans is
transformation, links bet- amplifying comments from
ween lower forms and higher an educator at the Univerones, and above all, an ex- . sity of Alabama. ~f ~ s
planation of ultimate origin. Avans believes that she is
This doesn't even begin to smarter, or somehow a
examine the fact that member of an educated
mathematical prolability majority, I advise her to
frowns on the very idea of debate any one of the
random ehance guiding members
of
the
humanity to its present "CreationiSts." I'm Sure
&velopment.
they will accept her
Finally, I have been challenge.
educated within a system
I cite only two of the sothat both used texts written called Creationists. John
by evolutionists and that was W ~ C Montgomery,
K
and
piloted by several teachers Francis Schaeffer. There is
and professors who were an organization called the
devout believers in the "Creationist m e t y , p f or
evolutionary theory. I somethinglike that, John W.
suppose this constitutes Montgomery and Francis
"slithering out from under Sehaeffer may or may not be
(my) pile of dogma and members
of
that
(taking) courses and organization, but their
(reading) books not taught Creationist views are a
or written by others of (my) matter of public record.
own kind." In fact, I have
I advise Ms. Avans to read
never been presented with the Montgomery-Alteizer
anything other
than debate if she thinks that
evolution in an educational Creationists are ignorant.
setting, and I am yet to be Alteizer and Montgomery
debated the "God is Dead,"
slapped in the face by it.
The purpose of any useful controversy. Montgomery, a
editorial might be to propose Ph.D.,tore Alteizer to shreds
solutions to the problems it in the area of philosophy.
discusses. It is unfortunate Philosophy is not a study of
that Miss Avans overlooked dogma, it is a study that
this; she might have realized requires an intelligent mind
that the only reasonable to master. Tell a Ph.D. that
solution to #is dilemma is to he is ignorant! I dare you!
present both concepts and
Francis Schaeffer is a
allow the student to decide Christian
master
of
for himself which is the Apologetics. He has written
volumes of books for Inter
better theory.
I do not feG the theory of Varsity Press and his ability
evolution; I find it an in- has never been challenged.
teresting curiosity. I do, The book, Genesis in Space
however, respect it as a and Time, deals with this
system of belief and resent controversy. Having read
anyone who lacks the ability this book, I can tell you that
to tolerate the beliefs of it is not something that you
others. Miss Avans' article, read in one day. His views
beset
and are very well based, on
even by
poorinconsistency
grammar and
sound, intelligent bases. If
faulty sentence structure she will read this book, she
(see paragraph three, first will see first hand that these
sentence), is
poorly people are not ignorant.
researched and an emI also would like to know
barrassment to any writer what Ms. Avans bases her
concerned with respectable, asserting about the "fear" of
well-researched journalism. education, supposedly these
I am disappointed both in Creationists have? Does Ms.
Miss Avans and in the Avans believe that these
Chanticleer editorial staff men and women were
for not demanding more in educated in monasteries? I
the way of journalistic ex- wish to remind Ms. Avans
celleme.
that the Protestant reformers are just as responsible
sincerely,
Mark Anthony McElroy for the advance of education
as the Renaissance thinkers
were. These Creationists
possess some of the finest
Dear ~ d i t o r :
degrees possible, from some
schools
I can not ignore the ofthe best H~ommentsmade by Donna in the world.
Avans re. the evolution
I would advise
Avans
situation in the Alabama to re-assess her words. The
school system. I can not C r e a t i o a are not a
@lore them because, @St 89 of ignorant "lackies,"
there are two sides to a coin, whatever that means. If W.
there are two sides to this Avans thinks they are
issue. I read the pilot article @lorant she should "slither
concerning this ism in the out from," her "pile" of
hpiston Star. I think it education and c b c k the data
Clearly tells that the herself. If she believes

ted, it would no longer be a

"there is a world of
howledge to be had," she
should do this. If she doesn't
believe this, she should shutUP.

Roger Flanagan
. Dear ~ d i t o ~ :
1, reference ta the
m e m b e r 1, editorial on
evolution. AS a christian, 1
can in some ways take a side
with Doma
in her
cements on the embarrassment from he
removal of evolutional
theory from the state
courses study.
is a shame to see people
take a closed--ded
ap
preach to material that key
themselves have not studied
or weighed out for themselves in great detail. I
personally am no cart on
the subject of evolution, but I
have no qualms toward
whether or not man was
madeinsevendays or sevenhundred million years, or
means ~ o chose
d
to
meate us. ~1~ ~~d does not
have any m t a t i o n s t o time.
The whole issue of
"Evolution
v.s.
Instantaneous Creation is
t,-,tdy
irrelevant me in a
perspective.
~h,
of Genesis was

means takes away from the
validity of the scriptures.
The first chapter of Genesis
clearly shows the omnipotent power of God and
his glory in relationship with
the universe. I t was not the
author's intention to give a
scientific account of nature.
In reference to the word
"BAY" used in the text of
Genesis, this was translated
from the Hebrew word
L L ~ ~ mwhich
",
means a
yriod of time. This does not
lunit the author by simply
meaning a twenty-four hour
period.
There is a lot of firm
evidence supporting the
evolutionary theory, and it
Can be looked upon as a
dunning and glorious
wonder if
people could
open themselves to this
possibility.
I , b , alll dreadfully Sorry
that evolutionary studies
have been dampered
because of Someone els&
lack of faith in exploring the
world. One should test hisher belief with all of the
concepts of our magnificent
world. BYblocking out these
concepts and refusing to look
at them holistically, we lie to
ourselves, put OW God and
religion in a small protective
box that is dull, empty, and

for it. to be. Yes, Donna
Avans was right when she
said we in Alabama have
taken a step backward.
Tim Whitmire

Overpass
requested
Dear Editor:
The neat project undertaken by J.S.U. should be
the building of overpass
walkways, especially in
front of Brewer Hall.
Each day students' lives
are threatened by careless
drivers who consider
"getting where they're
going" to be more important
than stopping for a
pedestrian.
On one occasion, students
were sprayed with water by
a transfer truck that refused
to stop on a rainy day. This is
not an unusual occurrence.
An overpass would be
expensive, but the college
funds could be spent on
something less useful and
practical. The students of
Jacksonville would greatly
benefit and many could
consider this a "life-saving
device."
I hope other students will
see the need for such an
overpass.

Keep Warm With J.S.U.

Location: 2nd Floor TMB

-

Mon. Thurs. 7:W

- 5:00
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Entertainment

How to stuff

Christmas is upon us. Since I'm so busy
with finals and trying to graduate, my last-

graverobbers find they work better than
pens.

Mike Gibson, the organizations man, will
find underneath his tree a T-shirt that

for your favorite musicians:

'The Rainmaker'
EVERY day.

vations may be made by calling 435-9838.

golden boy, not knowing how quickly rock
fans turn against musicians who take that
approach.

nice:

The Fits are moving to Nashville soon, so
Of Tennessee'
give
'em a
Michael Jackson, who recently joined the
David Ford, station manager at 924, has
Pepsi Generation, is so skinny, he needs a his heart set on finding a news announcer
mpy Steve Camp,s new bmk,
who speaks without a heavy Southern accent
Weight Without Really Trying.
and can pronounce "nuclear disarmament"
without stumbling.
David Crosby (as in... Stills & Nash) was
Okay, so that was a cheap shot. No harm
busted for possession of cocaine this year. meant, guys, Finally, let's make a few gifts
He might appreciate a weekend trip to a ski for the Chanticleer staff:
resort-he loves snow.
Steve Camp, sports editor, gets a copy of
May Pang & Peter Brown, both of whom Jane Fonda's workout book and-he hopesauthored books about the late John Lennon, Georgia Tech victory next year between the
deserve shovels for Christmas--- hedges.
Owner-TeryJohnson

DISCOUNT BEERAGES

Bud Draft TO GO
Budweiser 6 ~ k 12. cans
Budweiser 6 Pk. bagneck returnables
02.

12 oz. cane

6 pk. 1 2 oz. cans
6 pk. 1 6 02. cans
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Festival succeeds in portraying ethnic heritage
Universality is the one word that truly
describes the experience encountered here
last week for those of us who became a part
of the folk festival, "Tell Me a Story, Sing
me a Song".
The enjoyment of the very first performance, "South of the Mountain",
Wednesday night to the last word uttered by
O'Neal in "Sayings from the Life and
Writings of Junebug Jabbo Jones" was like
one massive heartbeat. Sensing the enjoyment of friends, neighbors, fellow
students in the warm chuckles, the deep
laughter made every event specialmoments to be cherished, talked about,
agreed upon, filed away for memory's sake.
The evening performances, each
representing a different area of folk culture,
were superb from the standpoint of excellent entertainment and serioiis symbolic
'meaning. What made them extra special
was the question and answer sessions which
followed~because in every case we experienced such a marvelous merging when
the audience and performers became one in
the appreciation and enjoyment of the
subject, the portrayal, and the time
together. In large measure such a sense of
unity was the result of the performers who
answered all questions as if they were involved in a warm conversation with old
friends. Their appreciation of the audience
was genuine and good.
Complementing the performance were
other programs: lectures related to the folk
art of the theater by Roger Dickerson,
Xavier University; William Barnard,
University of Alabama; Hank Wilett,
leading folklorist in Alabama; Jim Connor,

writer, composer, and performing sober moment. Those in the audience will represented and revealing the similarities
musician; dialogues; panels; workshops; long remember those shoes, especially the in the human nature of all peoples. Parkeynote speaker, Michael Novak, author one small shoe that had belonged to a young ticipants gained a fuller understanding of
and lecturer, who addressed the subject, child. . .
life from witnessing the pain and struggle,
"The Ethnic American : Can He Survive?"
The last evening found Junebug Jabbo the humor and trickery, the searching and
All of these efforts served to cement the Jones on stage sharing the history and groping for material goods and aesthetic
festival, making it a memorable experience, culture of the black man. A master and spiritual meaning as they saw it born
offering both entertainment and op- storyteller, he regaled the largest audience anew from different points of view - yes,
portunities for learning. Students able to of the festival with funny anecdotes deding different, yet each the same.
attend most sessions easily benefitted as with the lives of Negroes as they submitted
Gratitude goes to the administration and
much as they do from any course attended to the white man as slaves and later as freed Mrs. Josephine Ayers, Director of
for a full semester, so palatable and forceful field hands. The theme of spirituality ran Development, for making such an exwere the presentations.
through his monologue and always just perience possible.
The Roadside Theater dealt with the beneath the surface the plight of these
We are an indictment of ourselves. Both
struggles and changes seen in the lives of people in earlier days, the true dignity of the faculty and students have complained in
one family from the twenties through the race, and the inherent wit and cunning that recent years, even months, of the lack of
depression as they tried to make a living on gave them a weapon during the times when emphasis on aesthetic and intellectual
the farm and were finally forced into the they knew only deprivation.
development on campus. Where were we
coal mines. Political and economic changes
The three theater groups succeeded in November 30, December 1and 2? Most of us
were strongly implied and one was literally portraying so well the cultural history each (faculty and students) were absent.
able to live through the depression years,
the CCC camps, the development of the
labor union, the advent of electricity and
refrigerators, and the first cars. None of it
was sterile like cold facts in a book, but a
throbbing poignant life story lived out by
two mountaineer brothers and their mother,
By MARTHA RITCH
United Methodist Church of and Mary" featured male
along with a young wife.
vocals with a female soloist
The A Cappella Choir had Anniston.
"The Last Yiddish Poet", performed by three successful perNarrated by Rissie Ide and as the voice of Mary. Later
two men in A Traveling Jewish Theatre, formances last weekend. It Leon Willman, the Christ- in the program the female
dramatized anew the age old struggle of was the twenty-first annual mas story was told along vocalists were featured in
Jewish exiles in their centuries of wan- Christmas concert per- with alternating music from "This Little Babe."
dering across the earth. Though humorous, formed December 2nd at the the choir and instrumental
All three concerts ended
the haunting persecution of the race was First Baptist Church of ensemble.
with the majestic Hallelujah
never far from the surface. Seeing the Jacksonville, December 4th
Part of the program in- Chorus from The Messiah
bundle carried in the father's arms like a at the First Presbyterian cluded an original com- which brings a joyous
baby which opened to reveal a string of Church of Anniston, and position by choir conductor, concert to a celebrated
shoes tied together representing those who December 5th at the First Bayne Dobbins. "Gabriel conclusion.
k
lost their lives in concentration camps was a

men's Bmic Levis
ST. & BOOT CUT JEANS

613.99
men's Basic Lee
ST.& BOOT CUT JEANS

A Cappella brings Christmas joy

WARm UPS
for men or Women. . .

CALIFORNU4 ST. LEV1 OR LEE B A S K
1111111111111111111~1111111

$15.99

JR.SUPERSLlm OR
5 0 5 LEVIS

48.99

Any Style Of
mEN'S SHIRTS

11111111111111111

men's Dress Slacks
ByCmpus LeTigre, and Levi

$12.99

20% OFF

1111111111111111111

614.99

20% OFF

-11111111111111111

1111111111111111111

men's Duckhead
PANTS

By Wrangler, Campus or Jordache

11111111111111-1111

CORDS BY LEE V LEV1

20%

KIEN'S or WOmEN'S
SHOES BY JARmAN

$10OFF
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Time for Chrbtnlas exams at the friendlv camnus

C

"It's going to be rough, I'm telling you."
Over at Crow dorm two students were discussing
Christmas plans.
"What do you plan to do over the break?"
"I think I'll go home, eh?"
"But, what are you going to do?"
"I'll, like, Sky-out of Jacksonville, eh, and party in
Montreal, eh?"
"What are you going to do Bob?"
"I'm going' to Oxford."

By MIKE LIVINGSTON
Over at the friendliest Greek dorm on campus Missy,
It was like the light at the end of the tunnel. It was time Buffy, Sissy, plan their trip to a ski resort outside of Rabfor another semester to end at the friendliest campus in the bittown,
North.
Students were studying and making plans for the
Meanwhile, in various parts of the campus a strange
Christmas days. Rumors were flying across the campus evolution is being created. It seems that Sally no longer can
that even Dr. Rock was going to graduate after his 16% year
stand her lifelong friend (they have known each other since
stay at the friendliest campus in the West.
1964) Sissy. .
Carol was getting ready for Christmas by planning a trip
"I can't stand you anymore, Sissy Sloan! Using my
with a group of students to Opp, Alabama's favorite city. clothing without my permission and leaving pizza crusts on
JSU students have not lived till they have gone to Opp.
my bed."
Meanwhile, over at Bibb Graves "Deep N,ikel' was
"What? What about you, Sally Ann Rains,telling me how
planning on his Christmas gifts to the administration. He
to
wear my make-up for my boyfriend from Centre! "
was buying a pair of running shoes for his friends across
"Ha!
Who could pick up a boy friend whose big claim to
from the business office.
Bob was planning his trip with Marie to visit her parental fame is working at the K-Mart."
units. It would be the f i s t time he had met these units; he
"At least 1dost cheat and go out with guys from different
hoped it would be better than the last set of parental units. towns."
That time he discovered that both parents thought he was a
"What about you? Talking to every guy in the Big Bopper
massive klutz when he put an elbow on the dining room dining
hall !"
table, causing it to collapse.
Over in Asbestos Hall, Pig Clark was planning his annual
As one can see, Sissy and Sally may not live together
Christmas trip to the Atlanta area. Mr. Clark was con- again. Maybe not even go to the same college again.
sidering professional offers from various pro football
It is sad, it is true: everyone gets tired of their roommate
teams, the latest an offer to play quarterback for the at JSU.
Atlanta Falcons.
Tom, Scott and Gary, the famous athletes from the last
Over to Pete's place, Coach Jones and Company will
hundred years when Jacksonville believed in sports, were prove there is more to life than football, but a s usual,
bemoaning the fact they had to take an exam Wednesday at
7!30 a.m.-the last day of exams.
"I don't know about this 7:30 exam stuff."
"Yea, Tom, on the last day you can count the students on
your hand."
"Not only that, but like you can see tumbleweeds blowing
across the quad."

J
1
students are gone during their Christmas homestand. But
as Robert Stack would say, "A few of us know what you are
doing and you all can be proud."
Some students will spend Christmas applying for jobs at
Ronald's Diner. A special class will be offered at JSU to
teach students the McDonald's vocabulary, which includes
these words: Mchamburger, Big Mac, McIcecream, McFeast and McBrew. Yum, can't you picture a few hamburgers and an icycold cup of McBrew?
D'Lynn and Dawn will be looking for Onion Patch Dolls
for C,hristmas presents. They find out besides not smelling
too well, they are the latest American craze since they left
the real world to attend JSU.
Dr. Mobile will be presenting his first Christmas show
"Winter Wonderland a t the Tallest Academic Buildings in
the World," live December 24th on the Foundation Network. The show will be sponsored by a local bank in
Jacksonville owned by the same Foundation. If successful,
it will be shown each year on December 24. Just like those
Christmas tunes (Don't you wonder why they aren't any
new tunes each Christmas?) You hear again and again.
Over at TEMSCB people were trying to 6nd what kind of
band JSU can get with $37.50 for the spring semester.

One senator said Olivia NewtonJohn will come for $37.50,
also Stevie Nicks said she would return to JSU for the first
time since 1975 for $36.25. The concert may be held at the
Leone Cole building. However, it's rumored that Paul
McCartney may even give a benefit concert with R i g o
(America's favorite Beatle) to raise funds for the SGA. But
plans won't be finalized until January.
Meanwhile, its a time to study, a time to pass, a time to
~ck,togohomeawayfromthefriendl~
campus.
Next Year: Why freshmen shouldn't be allowed to live on
-pus.

next one's free.
za ava~lable't1l4PM

We've got a great way for you to get a fantastic deal
on a Honda scooter. Now through Januay 25, you'll gel
a $100 backfrom Honda when you buy a 2983 Aero 50.
A scooter that's as simple to operate as it is to own.
But to make things even easier, buy the Aero 50 now.
Because a scooter this good will go pretiy fast. And with
this kind of offer,it'll go even faster.

I

Honda-Kawasaki
Motorcycle a Bicycle
Soles a service

of Anniston

Call Days Evenings I Weekends

(

THE LE40

Financing Avaioble

Fm bpA-.wly
5704 Woovor Road
Phone: 620-4963

o
t&@"Phone:

820-0963

Centers in More Than 85 Major
US Cities. Puerto Rico. Toronto,
Canada & Zurich, Sw~tzerland
Outs~deNY State
CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223-1182

.
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A review

Cheap 'Night in Heaven'
fails to provide thrills
Anyone for a cheap thrill? Well "A Night
In Heaven" is exactly that: cheap with no
thrills. The film has a senseless plot that
degraded the skills of the very talented
actress, Leslie Ann Warren. Warren's
talents are definitely submerged to the level
of this trashy film and of her co-star's,
&istopher Atkins's, acting ability or
should it be "lack" of acting ability. Atkins
plays a college student who is ''just another
face in the crowd" until he bares all at a
local strip-joint called Heaven.
m e film is very
of the same
meaningless plot where a middle-aged
woman (Warren) grows tired of her
neglectful husband whose job constantly
keeps him away at night. She is talked
attending a party for Ladies Only at
Heaven, where her eyes were shicked by
bare buttocks and other VW~OUSbare parts.
Warren does the only decent thing a good
girl does; she
her eyes and blushed,
good look.
after she has taken a
that her
marriage is falling apart and she still loves
her husband, she returns to catch an eye full
of the "bare facts" of Atkins.
After giving mum special attention to
Warren, Atkins lands her right where he
wants her; i.e. in bed. The love scene is
handled with disgust and is totally

distasteful. The only thing that made the
scene worth mentioning is the reaction of
the audience. Instead of the normal reaction-(gro~)to this subject matter, the
audience burst into laughter. The laughter
Wasnot out of ~ ~ ~ a r r a sbut
~ ejust
n tthe
opposite. There were both men and women
laughing at this display of affection. Or
should it be called Satisfaction?

100 % Acrylic , Triple Knit
Zip Front Jacket with Pockets
Sizes S-M-L Reg. $2394

The movie at the beginning is terrible and
the viewer tries to convince himself that it
will improve. Nothing could be worse than
the &st fifteen minutes; but tb the viewer's
dismay and astonishment, it definitely
much
m e only character that shows any pride
about his dancing is Deney
Terrio', the host of the syndicated television
series Dance Fever. Terrio' plays Tony, a
professional dancer who teaches dancing in
and is fired. TO
the lopal
swport his wife and child, he becomes the
1 ~ attraction
1
at Heaven. Terrio' should
have stuck to being a host of Dance Fever or
picked a better movie to appear h.
This movie is definitely wt to be seen by
those who embarrass easily. The rating for
thismovie is R, but it could be rated X for all
of the bare bodies and the implications. "A
Night in Heaven" is now pla*g
at the
Plaza Cinemas in Anniston.

Sizes 5/6 to 15/16

I

Canvas Handbags

Wilson & Penn
Yellow & Two Tone

Acrylic & Nylon,
Heather Blends
Stripes, Solids & Argyles

$ 2 0 0 OFF
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"Tell me a story,
99
Sing me a song

Allen Greenberg and Corey Fischer, actors in a Traveling Jewish
Theatre which presented "The Last Yiddish Poet" on stage are
equally at home as they entertain children on the green at the PicnicStorytelling session.

John O'Neal as Junebug Jabbo Jones captivated his audience as he
reenacted the fun and the pathos experienced by the Black man on his
way up from enslavement.

Roger Dickerson, lecturer from Xavier University, fascinated his audience and entered
into the questionanswer session following his speech with enthusiasm.

Michael Novak, scholar, author, theologian, who gave the keynote lecture of the festival, 'The
Ethnic American: Can He Survive?", engages in dialogue with a student folio,* a workshop !n
Stone Center.

:
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enhanced and complemented the story of the mountain family in "South of the
niountain."

Carlton Ward,head of Drama Department, enjoys a "behind the scenes'' seseion with the folgs of
The Roadside Theatre. The whole crew enchanted their audiences whether in the main performance,
"South of the Mountain", workshop sessions, storytelling, or the impromptu "picking and singing"
beckstage. From left Ward, Dudley Cocke, dtrectot; Ron Short, wrlter, director, actor; Nancy
Jeffrey; T o m y Bledsoe.

In the background a T.V. camera whirs away capturing the
outdoor storytelling for public school children, actors, supervising teachers, and passersby. The enjoyment by Corey
Flscher and Allen Greenberg is obvious from their expressions.
Just look at them!

Photos by Opal Lovett
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What's

your Christmas wish this year?

By MELINDA GALLAHAR
It's that time of year again when coupleshuddle under the
mistletoe; doors are decorated with Christmas wreaths;
the smell of holiday baking is in the air, and the young ones
are on their best behavior for Old St. Nick.
The Christmas spirit is in the air here at Jax State and is
spreading rapidly. Offic . n campus are being decorated
with the Christmas theme. And another sign of the holidays
is the anticipation of finals which mean Christmas holidays
are just around the corner.
Lori mgginbotham, a student worker for the history
department, has decided that she wants Rod Stewart for
her Christmas present. That may be a little difficult for
Mom and Dad, Lori, but it never hurts to ask. On the
practical side Peggy Snead wants to pass her Teachers'
Competency exam and graduate on time.
Rita Smith and Sharon Cooley have expensive gifts on
their list this year. Rita wants "Money, Money, Money, so I
can spend, spend, spend." Sharon wants a 1984 black, T-top
Grand Prix with all the accessories. Dr. Ralph Brannen,
history professor, pondered the question and laughed. He
wants "a driver without a slice."
Karen Sprott, a sophomore, has a romantic gift in mind
for her Christmas. Karen wants a free trip to Florida to see
a certain Danny Barfield. Good Luck, Karen.
Studying for exams will be difficult for some whose minds
are on what to buy Mom, Dad and their roommates and still
have money left to buy gasoline for the trip home. Others
are wondering what they will receive from Mom and Dad,
hoping it is not another "practical" gift which only parents
think their child needs.
Instead of wondering what your favorite person and
teacher want for Christmas this year, just ask them, and
that is exactly what we did.
And what is Christmas without a pet? Duane MsManus, a
junior, wants a red AKC registered Doberman Pinscher
and money. Talk about an expensive Christmas!
Well, it seems that Santa will be busy this Christmas )
filling everyone's list. The important question is...Will you
get what you want for Christmas?

I

"Sure, I have flying reindeer. Sure, 1 climb down chimneys. But helping
college
students with finals ? That's out of the auestion!
1

1

CDCS Forum

Finals study hints important
When asked how the ideal
student would approach
finals, one professor answered, "Sober, I should
hope."
Exams are an important
part of college life. The best
strategy for dealing with
finalsis preparation. Staying
up in a course and
preplaming will alleviate
anxiety.
Studying for finals can be
done by 4 methods:
1.
rehearsal - by
repetition, the material is
gone over many times. This
increases memory retention.
2. overlearning - aftei you
believe you've mastered the
material,
continue
rehearsing.
3.
meaningfulness -

associating the material
with other more common
words, phrases, or trick
sayings plays an important
role in memory. (Remember
the memory trick with the
planets? )
4. organization - arrange
information in groups of
similar characteristics to
help you remember related
facts.
When studying for a final,
it is a good idea to test
yourself in writing. Make up
a list of questions, wait a half
hour, and then answer them'
as if you were taking a test.
This will force you to write
the material again and help
you find weak areas.
The night before a final
RELAX.The night before is

crucial with respect to
nervous tension and anxiety.
It isimportant to get a good
night's sleep. It helps you to
sleep well if you know you
are prepared. Distraction
helps too: watch TV,listen
to music. You can review the
work lightly. Of course, you
can't relax if you've left all
the work for the last minute.
Plan ahead and approach
finals without loss of sleep
and sanity.

Metafriends, Inc.
26'12 W. 1 lth St.

- 2:W P.M.
10%Discount Nith Student ID

OPEN TUESDAY-FRIDAY 11:W A.M;

Try our lunch buffet for delicious home cooking at its finest!

Also try our famdus Seafood Buffet
tlours: Tues. - l e d . - Thurs. - 4:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Fti. 8 Sat. 4:00 p.m. - 10:OO p.m.

Annlston, AL 36201

ff

Corner of Chr~rch

YOU enloy Chnshan
Sc~ence Un~ty Rellgous

have a message for you

Part Tinie At tendant

Call M-W-F8-10A.M.

~e $ewe Your Favorite Alcoholic Beveraqds

------PRIVATE

DINING ROOM+

Jacksonville tliqhway at Anniston Beach Rd.

For Reservations Call:

I

'
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Organizations
Alpha Kappa Alpha
project successful
WINIFRED WILSON
Programs of service and fund raisers are the involvement of Alpha Kappa Alpha sarors. Last month
proved to be oqe of the most successful fund raiser projects
that the Lambda Pi chapter hosted. Our first annual Mr.
Jade pageant was held in Leone Cole auditorium. We are
pleased to announce that Kenny Summerfield reigns as our
Mr. Jade, a male figure who will also help to represent
Alpha Kappa Alpha on our campus. First runner up was
Steve Dutley, and Grenard Smith placed second. These fine
men were showered with awards for their new titles, and we
welcome them to a small part of our organization.

On a national level, Alpha Kappa Alpha in the future will
be governing all affairs in a new Rome in Chicago, IL which

is currently under construction. The Lambda Pi chapter is
helping to make it happen by contributing $100.00 from our
treas1lry.
Several of our sorors participated in a tupperware party
given on campus, and for our services a contribution was
awarded to our chapter. Sorors to participate were Katessa
;Porter, Franchetti Carson and Malvina Smith.

Winners receiving check and trophy last Friday

Pi Kappa Phi wins contest sponsored by Jack's
Pi Kappa Phi ate Its way to a t r s t place finish in the first
annual Jack's Hamburger eating contest last Tuesday.
Competition took place in a men's and women's category.
The teams were made up of four members each and the
objective was to see how many combined burgers could be
consumed in a five minute time period. Burgers used were
the Jack's regular hariburger complete with pickle.
The entire,tournament tookplace over a four week period

with Zeta Tau Alpha emerging as the ladies' finalists.
In the championship eating, Pi Kapp had to devour 1.7
burgers to each of ZTA's. The result was a new record
thirty-six hamburgers eaten by Pi Kapp to clinch the title.
On Friday the awards presentation was made. Pi Kapp
received the first place trophy and a check for $350. The
fraternity is donating $150 of the prize money to selected
charities.

Here's to

Last week we hosted our final rush. Information for
eligible candidates was presented and sorors were
available afterwards to give additional information. There
were several young ladies present and for some of the the
future looks promising.

good friends.
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\ Phi Beta Lam& is busy during holiday season

/social

The Jacksonville Rate University Chapter of Phi Beta
Lambda recently was instrumental in helping a needy
family during the Thanksgiving holidays. One of the goals
of Phi Beta Lambda is to cooperate with business,
As the end of the semester professional and service groups within the community.
rolls around, congratulations With this in mind, two members of our chapter, Clark Dyer
are in order for the and Kevin Little, contacted the United Way of Calhoun
County which is located at 407 Noble in Annisgn. There they
following :
spoke with Ms. Doris Griffin and Mr. Vince Pulskamp. Our
-the new sorority and chapter had originally planned to collect food items and
fraternity officers for the prepare food baskets for distribution. However, after
spring semester.
talking with Ms. Griffin and learning of a "last resort"
case, it was decided that a contribution of money would be
-graduating seniors.
much more appreciated. Ms. Griffin referred us to a case
-all the 1984 Miss Mimosa involving a lady and her two small children who were about
to be evicted from their apartment. The money that our
candidates.
chapter donated to the United Way of Calhoun County was
used to help pay moving expenses and utility costs for the
I -the new and Miss Jax I lady.
State and the new Mr. and
Phi Beta Lambda will be sponsoring a family this
Miss Friendly.
Christmas thanks to vour donations of food, clothing
- and
Christmas parties con- toys.
tinue Pi Kapp's takes place
The donations may be dropped off at Mr. Cary's office on
tomorrow night.
the second floor of the Merrill Building. The last day for
donating is December 14.
Kappa Sigma will be
The family to be sponsored will be referred by either the
giving out Christmas United Way of Anniston, or the Christmas Clearinghouse of
presents this Wednesday at Anniston. Both lists include families of Calhoun County.
the Jacksonville Day Care
Let's all participate. As Mrs. Griffin of the United Way
Center.
put it, "you really can't know the meaning of Christmas
Sigma Nu continues its until you see those chi1clren:s faces when you bring them
Christmas can-a-thon this their gift."
week at several locations
around town.
Phi Beta Lambda held its "Fight Muscular Dystrophy"
Finally, it is ironic that in raffle ticket drawings on Dec. 6 at the Merrill Building
my last column my o m
lobby at 1:15 p.m. The names were drawn by students
lavalier is announced, so picked at random. The first name drawn for the $50 gift
here it is: congratulations to certificate from Kitchens, Jacksonville, is Jeffrey D.
me Mike Gibson (Pi Kappa Kendrick picked by Loven Worthy (freshman). The second
Phi) and Lynn Klecka (Delta name drawn for the buffet dinner for two at the Village Inn,
Zeta).
Jacksonville, is Virgie Hedden from Atlanta picked by
- . . Thank you and Merry Laura
~nrlsunas.
Vaughn (sophomore).

I
I

I

I

-

.- --

--

Phi Beta Lambda members (1 to r ) Denise Shade, Kevin Little, Mary Ann Rlner, Clark
Dyer, Cassandra O'Hearne, Lizette Honeycua alid Thomas Mathews present
check to United Way's Vince Pulskamp (far left ).

--

---
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I ARE FRESH NOTFROZEN. 1

NO. REASON

AIN'T

Mon.-Thun. 10:W-11:OO
Fi. 6 Sat. 10:oo-12:oo
Sunday 11:00-11:OO

-..
q 4

I

TOGO ANYPLACE ELSE.

5430 Pelham Rd.

1501 QuDntrrd A V ~ .

,

II

I

)mmmmmmm~mmmmmnmlmmmmm~mmmmmmn~~~

IW M f k
I 16-05. Soft Ddnk
I
I Cheese 6 Tomoto Extm
m

, &

$1:z :
-I

CnameaadAtBottkridon3lolsr
---r--------

IGood at patticipaling Wendy's.

m Not valid with any other offor.
ordering.
@ Offerexdns 12-14-83

* W f R b r , L
I 16-05. Soft Drink
Cheeu
6Tonmto Extm
CarponGood#~kridon3lolsr

Good at participatingWendy's.
Not valid with any or.ler offer.
I h s e p n n n t coupon when

-

I Offer expinr

12-14-83

I
I
I
I

THERAW€. ..The Ultlmate Shampoo for Dry. Damaged
and Chemically Treated Hatr
HUMECTIIESS.. A Polymer~zedElectrolyttc Mo~sture
Potlon the only molsturlzer today, that llves up to all
the prom~sesof the ultlmate In retatnlnq the needed
molsture In the halr
HEAApHIX . A Botanically Fort~ftedPolymeric
Reconstructor for Cr~tlcallyDamaged Halr
ALOE/RID.. A Botan~callyforttf~ed
Internal Structural
KeratlnClar~fterexpressly G r m ated
~ to removechlortne.
fluor~aes,medlCatlOn and neaq metals ~ n c l ng
~ dlead
and Iron
RLOf/RID
is also an excellent sk~nconditioner and
molsturtzer It may be used to tielp alleviate the dlscomf6rt
of sktn abrasions. cuts, burns, sunburn and diaper rash.
VITRTRESS PROGRAM.. A triobfsctent~flcandnatural
products for t h ~ nand baby ft;i'
hair, whtch we believe
embodles all the recent In-depth research on the
of hatr
preservation and rev~tal~zatton

.

..
.

. ..

.

CALL FOR YOUR APPOINTMCNT TODAY I
MXUS Produrtr are formulated for the '80s by

PW

JCPenney THE STYLING SALON
CHARGE IT. PHONE

831-2149

Quintard Mall
Oxford Alabama
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SPORTS

100th vietory for Jones

Cocks pound Hawks
e opener
pint final spread. Pressing
from the opening tip to the
~t m y no: have k e n a final buzzer, Jax State
fabulous speclade behold pressured their way into the
for &e fans, but Mon&y lead and never surrendered
night's victory over ~ h o d i r it t+e rest of the night.
The Gamecocks were led
College was enough for the
Gamecocks to keep their on offense by 6-7 junior
perfect seasonal record and center Rocky Wilkinson. The
to hand head coach Bill Annandale, Va. native
Jones his 100th victory in poured in a team-leading 18
points.
Pete Mathews Coliseum.
In all actuality, the home Robert Spurgeon (who
men simply outmanned and scored 33 against Auburnoutplayed the visiting Hawks Mont. last Thursday) added
and &UL earned their H 14 gx&& anf Keith McKeller
By STEVE C A W
Sports Editor

canned 13. The remaining
points were a result of a
steady equal contribution
from
several
other
Gm:ecocB.
Wit.4 this equa! productivity, 3SU was able ta
overcome the temporary
abscence of Andre King
(sickness) and Robert
Guyton who was limited iri
his playing time while
recovering from an injury.
On
defense,
the
Jacksonville State fullcowt
pressure was too much for
Shorter College to overcome.
The Hawks were stunned
early and could never gain
the needed momentum
necesary to combat the
deficit.

Shorter was paced on
offense by David Fisher who
dropped in 22 points and
Danny Jenkins who added
18,

Jacksonville's Bill Jones
was able to take a look at
several of their bench
players in the contest. Jones
was able to substitute totally
at 7:30 remaining in the
game a s Keith McKeller
electrified the crowd with a
slam dunk that sealed the
fate of the visiting Hawks.

Monday night's victory gave head coach Bill Jones Ms
lOOth win in Pete Mathews Goliseum.

The victory brings the
Gamecocks' record to 2-0 on
the young season, 14 at
home. JSU will be in action

Keith McKeller out distances a mwk &fender to score two for the Gamecocks.
again this Friday night as
they play hosts of the Tom
Roberts Invitational
Tournament.

Robert Guvton: valuable vemtilitv
By FAIN CASEY
"Versatile" is a perfect synonym for Robert Guyton, a
junior athlete here at Jacksonville State. The proof of this is
the fact that he played both baseball and basketball before
entering college.
Robert is an Alabama native, hailing from the city of
Birmingham where he attended Jackson-Olin High School.
While playing there, he was awarded All-City player his
senior year.
The most remarkable thing about Robert is the fact that
his senior year was the only year that he played high school
basketball. This is remarkable considering that he now
plays for JSU on a full scholarship, was presented Honor
F r e s h a n of the Year award, and was also awarded Most
Valuable Player in the Southern Regional finals of the
NCAA tournament last year.
When asked why he chose to play only in his senior year of
high school, Guyton replies, "I played baseball and never
really thought much about basketball, except when I played
in the summer basketball leagues in Birminghan. The
sumnier before my senior year I was encouraged to play in
school by my friends. I was offered a baseball scholarship
to Texas Southern, but it was too far away. That's when 1
decided to accept the basketball scholarship here at JSU."
(See GUYTON, Page 18)

I

The ' tournament will
feature along with JSU,
North Georgia College,
Athens
College,
and

Limestone College of South
Carolina. Games begin at
6:00 and 8:00 p.m. on both
Friday and Saturday.

Tom Roberson Tourney

N. Georgia
Athens
Limestone
S.C.
and JSU

Be there!

I
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and will need it to restrain yourself.
If you are like myself, you won't do

anything over the break that wen involves
the use of a book other than scanning the TV
Guide everyday. But, come to think of it,
that's about all some of us do during the
semester.

If you've survived the blitz long enough to

make it to New Years day, the remaining
games are sure to get you unless you take
precautionary measures. The "big four" on
the first day of the year has done in many a
loyal fan in the past. They are usually well

Guyton
~obert-goeson to say that
he enjoys playing with the
team here at Jacksonville
State. He feels that they are
more like a family instead of

(Continued from Page 17)

title for the second consecutive year and promises
that fans can look for more
fast breaks from the
Gamecocks this season.

play the guard positions.
Coupled with the rest of the
team, look for Robert
Guyton and the Gamecocks
to display electrifying ex-
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Lady Ga ecocks3season o
e

2-5 record
does not reflect
team's talent
JSU's Lady Gamecock Basketball team
played two g m e s this past week. December
1, JSU lost to Univqsity of Montevallo 1938.
From &ere the Lady Gamecocks ventured
further south to play West Florida. JSU lost
to them 7043. The Lady Gamecocks now
stand at 2 5 . It appears the team has better
home games since our two victories have
been a t home.
The Lady Gamecocks have 'men fighting
hard this season with Coach Janice Creel,
Head Coach, and the team's new Graduate
Assistant, Coach Tonya Hester.
JSU 83-84 players are Teresa Alsobrook
from Cloudland, Ga., where she played
basketball for Northwest county ~ g
School. Alsobrook plays guard and is a good
shooter.
Susan Carroll is from Flintstone, Ga. and
attended Chattanooga Valley High School
where she was awarded Most Valuable
Player, Most Rebounds, Best Offensive
Player, and Most Improved Player. Carroll
plays forward for JSU. She is an aggressive
offensive and defensive player and shoots
well from the outside.
Iris Finley plays guard for the team and is

a quick defensive player. Finley is from
Camp Hill, AL and played basketball for
LaFayette High School and was awarded
All-District. Later she attended Southern
Union Junior College. Fhley was also
honored by being chosen a member of the
1983 East-West A41Star team.
Sonya Gant is from Pisgah, M. and played
for Pisgah High Schwl, She was awarded
AU-County, All-Area, and team captain.
Gant also received All-Star honor at Northeast Junior College. Gant is full of energy
on the court and is an enthusiastic player.
Tonya Gober, from Marietta, Ga., attended Sprayberry High School where she
was honored as All-Sbk, All-County, and
Most Valuable Player. Gober is an excellent
shooter and plays with style. While playing
for the Lady Gamcocks, she has received
All-Tournament and AllShte awards.
Anne Hall can move quickly and is intimidating to the opposition on defense. Hall
was awarded Most Valuable Player and
Female Athlete of the Year at Opelika High
kh00l under Coach Emily Severin. Hall is a
senior from Opelika, Al.
mta Fbmmonds plays forward and is an
outstanding shooter and sharp offensively
and
h defensively. Harmnonds was awarded
Ail-District all four years a t Ider High
School under Coach Joyce Beaty. Hammonds is a senior and from Ider, Al.
Beth Keller is from Meridianville, Al. and
while P ~ ~ Y ~ for
W ZHazel Green High School,
the team was Madison County, Area
Regional, and District Champions, and
Keller was named AlMounty, All Area
honors. She plays center and is a good inside
shooter.
Deaidra Parks is from Carrollton, Ga. and

Top row, 1 to r:

h

e Mall, Teresa

played for Central High ~chool. " W e
playing for Southern Union College, she was
a member of the 1983 East-West All-star
team and All-District for NLCAA. Parks
plays forward and is an excellent defensive
player and a hard worker.
Maurine Ragland plays guard and is a
very aggressive defensive player. She
moves quickly and is a harci worker.
Ragland is from Columbus, Ga. and played
for shaw High school. a e also received a
team captain trophy while playing for
Chattahoochee Valley Community College.

Coach Tonya Hester. Bottom, 1 to r: Beth

Jill Stewart is from Columbus, Ga, where
she played for Culver High School. She was
awarded Most Valuable Player, Top
Rebounder, Miss Basketball, Most Improved, and All-BiGity. Stewart plays
Center and is a good inside and outside
shooter. She knows how to play the game
well.
'
Natalie Winston plays forward and is a
very good jumper. Winston's hometown 1s
Lanett, Al. She was awarded a position on an
All-T'ournament team while p l a m g for
Lanett High School.

198) Jack's

"Hamburger Eat5ng Contestw
1st Place

2nd Place

Pi Kappa Phi

Zeta Tau Alpha
-

93s000
Team Members: krry Vermllon, Kurt flllnor, Thomas Hutchins and

Team Members: Trcrcy Hyde, Linda Van Cleave. Emily Hardigree

Shawn Gray.

and Suscm Roper.

Jack's wishes to thank the fraternities and sororities o f JacksonvflleState who par=
ticipated in this yeurr's"Hamburger Eating Contest". In four weeks o f competition, the
fortweight participants ate apprmimately 1,000 hamburgers. It w s the enthusiasm
and energy displayed by the following fraternities and sororities that made this yeur's
contest a success:
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